
Wide Strong Private RFID Identification based on

Zero-Knowledge

RFID tags are deployed in various consumer applications such as physical access tokens,
car keys, contactless payment systems and electronic passports. For these applications, it is
crucial that the underlying protocols protect not only security but also protect the (location)
privacy of the end user. Yet, all communication with RFID tags can easily be eavesdropped
or modified, tags respond to any query and RFID tags can be corrupted, which renders these
vulnerable to attacks. On top of this, an adversary can typically learn the outcome of the
identification protocol. Successful identifications result in an unlocked door, unlocked car or
processed payment; while failure has no outcome.

Privacy of RFID identification protocols is evaluated in terms of achieved privacy notions.
The notion of strong privacy provides the strongest privacy guarantees: no adversary actively
interacting with the tags and the reader, is able to infer any information on a tag’s identity
from tag communication, even when given all secrets stored on the tag. The notion of wide-
strong privacy corresponds to strong privacy against adversaries that also learn the outcome
of the protocol.

We present the first wide-strong RFID identification protocol that is based on zero-
knowledge. Until now this notion has only been achieved by schemes based on IND-CCA2
encryption. Rigorous proofs in the standard model can be provided for the security and privacy
properties of our protocol. Furthermore our protocol is the most efficient solution presented in
the literature. Using only Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), the required circuit area can
be minimized such that our protocol even fits on small RFID tags. Concerning computation
on the tag, we require two scalar-EC point multiplications and one EC point addition.

Model

A private identification protocol has the following three properties: correctness, soundness and
privacy. Correctness and soundness are necessary to establish the security of the identification
protocol. Privacy will ensure that all parties cannot infer any information on the tag’s identity
from the protocol messages, except the reader for which the tag is identifying to.

Correctness ensures that each legitimate tag will be accepted by the reader, while sound-
ness is the property that a fake tag is not accepted by the reader. Our definition of soundness
differs from most models as we do not require matching conversations, but impersonation
resistance as in [5] is sufficient. Additionally we also define extended soundness, where the
adversary is also given the secret key of the reader and the full reader database.

The privacy model of Vaudenay [13] was one of the first and most complete privacy
models that featured the notion of strong privacy. This model is based on simulatability; for
the strongest privacy notions a separate blinder between the adversary and the oracles is
required. Armknecht et al. [2] later pointed out some issues of this model with regard to the
blinder. Canard et al. [7] also proposed a simulation based model that resolves these issues by
introducing a trivial adversary. However, their model is less general, as the focus is on finding
non-trivial links between messages communicated by the same tag. The Juels-Weis model [10]
is a well-known privacy model based on indistinguishability. This model lacks generality since
it does not allow the adversary to corrupt challenge tags. Hermans et al. [9] provide a general
privacy model for RFID based on indistinguishability; it is more robust and easier to apply.
For these reasons we selected this model.

Additionally, we define X∗ privacy notion variants, where X refers to the basic privacy
notion and ∗ to the notion that arises when the corruption abilities of the adversary are further
restricted with respect to the Corrupt oracle. The restricted Corrupt oracle will only return
the non-volatile state of the tag. This restriction allows to exclude trivial privacy attacks on
multi-pass protocols, that require the tag to store some information in volatile memory during
the protocol run.
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Protocol

The protocol is designed to be a proof of knowledge for a specific verifier (reader) with public
key Y = yP . The prover (tag) proves knowledge of the private key x ∈ Zℓ, which is the discrete
logarithm of the corresponding public key X = xP , for P a publicly agreed-on generator of
Gℓ. The tag’s public key X will serve as its identity and has been registered with the reader.

Our proposed protocol is a modified version of the Schnorr protocol [11], that originally
consists of three passes: commit, exam and response. The core idea is to not broadcast the
exam, but instead only enable the two communicating parties to compute this value, using
an implicit Diffie-Hellman key agreement (where the exponent of the reader is fixed to its
public key Y ). As such, the reader can recompute the function from public data, broadcast
by the tag, and its private key. For security, the tag’s outputs should be a one-way function
of the tag’s inputs, such that the tag cannot influence the outcome to a specific value. For
privacy, this should be a one-way function on both the reader’s and the tag’s inputs. Since
current hash functions [12] require at least 50% of the circuit area of the most compact ECC
implementation, we construct the one-way function using only EC operations: scalar-EC point
multiplications, EC point additions and xcoord(Q), which returns the x-coordinate of an EC
point.

The base protocol (see Fig. 1(a)) only consists of two passes: challenge and response. The
zero-knowledge property of the Schnorr protocol is not a necessary condition for soundness
and wide-strong privacy. Soundness of the base protocol is proven under the a slightly modified
Oracle Diffie Hellman [1] and the X-Logarithm [6] assumptions.The protocol does not have
extended soundness, as the verifier will learn x. The base protocol is proven wide-strong
private under a slightly modified ODH and the XL assumption.

When also considering a more general setting, where a single tag can identify the end-user
privately to multiple readers, there is a clear advantage for protocols that provide extended
soundness: tags can use the same private/public key pair to identify to each reader. In the
optimized version of the protocol (see Fig. 1(b)), zero-knowledge is reintroduced. The function
to compute e is not one-way anymore on either the inputs of the tag or the reader. However,
as a result of the extended soundness, the tag’s outputs are a one-way function on the inputs.
Extended soundness of the protocol can be shown under the One More Discrete Logarithm [3]
assumption by reduction to the Schnorr protocol. Because the protocol now consists of three
passes, only wide-strong* privacy can be shown under a modified ODH and XL assumption.
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(a) Base Protocol

State: x, Y

Tag T

Secrets: y DB : {Xi}

Reader R
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R2 = r2P

r1 ∈R Zℓ

R1 = r1P

e = xcoord(r2Y + R1)

s = ex + r2

ė = xcoord(yR2 + R1)

Ẋ = ė−1(sP −R2) ∈ DB?

(b) Extended Soundness, Optimized

Fig. 1. Private RFID Identification Protocol.
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Finally, we make comparison between our protocols and previously proposed protocols in
Table 1.

Table 1. Overview different proposed protocols.

Protocol Strongest Privacy Extended Soundness Operations

Randomized Schnorr [4] narrow-strong* yes 2 EC mult

Randomized Hashed GPS [5] narrow-strong* yes 2 EC mult
wide-forward* 1 hash

Vaudenay [13] wide-strong no 5 EC mult
+ Cramer-Shoup [8] 2 EC add

1 hash

Hash ElGamal [7] wide-strong no 2 EC mult
1 hash
1 MAC

Proposed Protocol (base) wide-strong no 4 EC mult

- Extended Soundness, Optimized wide-strong* yes 2 EC mult
1 EC addition
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